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The backyard of a family home is the main stage for social life. This is really 
the best place for the gathering of family members and friends. Just think of 
the birthday parties, the great summer days, barbecues and of course the 
time you spend in the garden to relax and have quality-time with your loved 
ones. Products which are intended to be used in the interior of your house 
or in your garden serve two main goals. On the one hand, these products 
should support the everyday activities in or around the house with their 
great functionality, and on the other hand they should satisfy the aesthetic 
requirements and ambitions of those whom these products surround. The 
above qualities become even more crucial in case of signature products, not 
to mention the world of luxury. 

Consumption is an important part of self-expression, and it is especially true 
for the real estate market, architecture, interior design, and gardening as well. 
Arne Emil Jacobsen, famous Danish architect and furniture designer, once 
said: “If architecture had nothing to do with art, it would be astonishingly easy 
to build houses, but the architect’s task – his most difficult task – is always 
that of selecting.” In the case of our swimming pools, we are also focusing on 
careful selection of different colours, finishes, proportions, sizes, and shapes. 
With our serious devotion to architecture and art, we design our swimming 
pools to fully conform to the consumers’ highest needs as far as functionality 
and aesthetics are concerned. Our mission is ensuring that our customers 
can enjoy their swimming pools for their family- and social life and that they 
really consider their pools as the crown jewel of their garden. 

elysium  
at home 

Your swimming pool 
will be the crown jewel 
of the garden.
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enterprise 
through  
generations
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Running a business has always been 
a family concern for the Kovács 
family, spanning generations for 
many decades. The first company 
engaged in the swimming pool 
industry, Aquacomet Kft. was 
established by Róbert Kovács and 
his father which first produced pool 
enclosures and later composite 
swimming pools. In the last 30 years, 
the family business transformed into 
a structured international company 
group. Today, the third generation is 
taking its part in the family business 
which already ranks among the 
strong middle-sized enterprises with 
numerous employees in Hungary 
and Germany. 

The three generations. Ákos Kovács, Róbert Kovács Sen., Róbert Kovács, 
Loránd Barkassy-Grünfeld.
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production 
� briefing

Fiberglass composite pools are made 
with a negative/positive production 
technique for which the production tools 
are designed and manufactured by our 
company. The first step of the production 
is to make a so-called master mould. This 
tool is then used to produce the mould 
or several moulds of one specific shape. 
The moulds are used for the production of 
several hundred swimming pools and then 
they are replaced by new moulds.

High-quality production requires high-
accuracy tools with a perfect surface 
finish. The wall structure is constructed 
layer by layer in heated, pressurized 
cabins by a digitally controlled cutting-
edge dispersion technology. The technical 
and technological implementation of our 
swimming pools is based on decades 
of scientific results from raw material 
manufacturers and exact measurements 
of research laboratories. We apply only 
the best-quality resins, fiberglass materials 
and gelcoats which are also popular 
among the well-esteemed yacht and 
sailing boat producers around the world. 

Samples taken from the wall structures 
have been individually tested and 
archived ever since we commenced pool-
manufacturing. Test pieces are boiled for 
days in deionized water at 80 Celsius and 
analysed to ensure highest safety. 

Our normative standard requires that the 
wall structure of our pools must resist 
the highly aggressive corrosive impact 
of deionized water. This ensures long 
service-life and is a prerequisite to our 
complex warranty. 

Customization of our swimming pools is 
the final stage of production. We make 
all the cuttings for the fittings like LED 
lights, jets, skimmers etc. chosen by the 
customer. All these works are carried out 
with careful craftmanship. Finally, we apply 
a rigorous quality control due to which all 
our swimming pools come with perfect 
mirror-polished finish and a fully osmosis-
resistant wall structure. 

Composite technology is widely 
used in many different industries. 
 Swimming pool production  
 is no exception, here’s why.
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* ceramicline option 
The ceramic powder is only available as an option for 
our Ceramicline composite pools for added structural 
strength and prolonged warranty period. 

 ** insulated option
The polyurethane insulation is an environmentally 
friendly solution for customers who would like to heat 
their pools with better efficiency.

1  gelcoat
2  barrier coat 
3  vinyl ester with fiberglass
4*  ceramic composite core
5  white layer with fiberglass
6**  polyurethane insulation
7  topcoat

cross-section of the 
wall structure

multiple protection  
 against osmosis

Diamond white Graphite grey Zircon beige

Sapphire blueObsidian greyOnyx grey

Azure blue

Marble white Antimony grey

basic colours

3D colours
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what’s  
 inside?

1. gelcoat
This layer gives the upper, hard surface of our 
pools, and is hand-sprayed two times on the 
mould. In accordance with the configuration of 
our clients, we apply monochrome gelcoats 
with a selection of standard colours, or we use 
transparent gelcoat including chips and glitters 
for a real stone-like look. 

2. barrier coat
In case our client prefers a stone-like surface 
for the pool, we apply differently coloured 
barrier coats with the combination of 
transparent gelcoat with the above inclusions. 
The barrier coat also serves for an increased 
resistance against osmosis, and it is hand-
sprayed. 

3. vinyl ester layer with fiberglass 
This layer takes up 1 kg/m2 resin and gives 
structural stability together with the fiberglass,  
These materials are rolled onto the surface of 
the first two layers. At the corners and edges 
of the pool and the stairs we use stronger 
woven fiberglass cloths for added strength and 
stiffness. 

4. ceramic composite core
This layer is an option, and it does not come 
as standard with our pools. The purpose of this 
layer is to give even more structural strength 
for those who require an extended warranty 
period. This layer is a mixture of resins and 
volume booster ceramic powder.

5. white layer with fiberglass
The resin here is mixed with fiberglass and 
both materials are directly hand-sprayed onto 
the surface of the mould. The resin of this layer 
mostly includes polyester (isopthalic acid resin, 
paraffin, and further volume boosters)

6. polyurethane insulation 
This is an option, and it is not included in 
the wall structure as standard in our pools. 
For clients who want to have an even more 
sustainable swimming pool which requires less 
energy to heat, this insulation is a must. 

7. topcoat
If necessary due to the soil and groundwater 
conditions of the construction site, we apply 
this final polyester layer combined with 
fiberglass.

Composite technology is widely applied in many different domains. Due to the extreme stiffness 
and resistance to osmosis, composite structures are the most used materials of sailing and 
motorboats. Because of their great stiffness to weight ratio, composites are also very common 
in  motor sport, automotive industry, space technology, aviation, and the manufacturing of wind 
turbines. Finally, composite technology is used for our high-quality swimming pools as well. Let’s 
take a closer look at the wall structure.

The wall structure of our pools is 
designed to give you a swimming 
experience without compromise.
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Through the constant development of the 
shape of our pools we can provide you with 
cost-effective solutions for integrated slatted 
covers and elevated water surface. 

easy-to-assemble monobloc skimmers 
Among our most recent solutions we offer polyester 
composite skimmers sharing the same finish with the 
swimming pool. This skimmer is equipped with a water 
surface regulator and an overflow system. With the help of 
this skimmer the water surface is freely adjustable within 
the range of 3 – 8 cm below the top of the pool edge. 

The monobloc skimmer is designed to be installed on site,
and thus does not hinder the transport of multiple pools
stacked together. Additionally, the skimmer is not exposed 
to any possible transportation and installation damage.

covering of the monobloc skimmer
Our monobloc skimmers for elevated 
water level come with a stainless-
steel installation-frame for an 
aesthetic and smooth integration with 
the flooring around the pool.

elevated  
 water design
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safety grip 
The design of our pools allows for the safe use of 
submerged slatted covers. A few centimetres below 
water surface there is a shoulder which runs along the 
walls of our pools, preventing the lamellas from sinking if 
the children or pets at home step on the cover. 

pit integrated with a sitting bench 
As an option there is an extra top cover on the pit 
which turns it into a comfortable sitting bench. For 
maintenance purposes, this top cover can be easily 
removed. 

hidden pit
The pit which serves as the housing of the slatted 
cover is available for order as an integrated unit. 
The pit can be configured to be fully hidden or 
also as a sitting bench. 

integrated roller  
 cover pit
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1 measurements 
Every garden and backyard are different, 
so your pool specialist will make 
measurements in order to mark the exact 
location of your swimming pool, and 
thereby the location of the excavation 
works. The pit should be just a few 
centimetres larger than the pool itself. 

2 foundation 
The wall structure of our swimming pools is 
designed to be stiff enough for installation 
without additional reinforcement or support. 
Therefore, you only need to have a 15 cm 
thick concrete slab on the bottom of the 
pit once the excavation works have been 
done. 

3 delivery
Once the preliminary works have been 
reported to be final in your garden, your 
swimming pool is delivered by special 
means of transport to the site where a 
crane will lift the swimming pool and 
will place it directly into the pit. While 
still holding the pool with the crane, the 
specialists make a perfect alignment before 
releasing the pool from the bar.  

4 technology and filtration
All swimming pool related equipment 
piping and filtration, along with  water 
attractions, jets, waterfalls and counter 
current units and the necessary 
mechanicals are also put in place.

5 filling the gap
After having finished the installation of 
the equipment and the swimming pool, 
the gap between the outer side of the 
swimming pool’s wall and the pit should be 
filled with earth-moist concrete. 

6 flooring
Your pool and all equipment are now in 
place, so only the walking surface remains 
to be finished according to your taste. The 
edge of our pools is usually covered with 
a coping stone which should be selected 
to be in perfect harmony with the slabs 
around it.  

A quick overview of the 
installation process.

pool installation 
 at a glance

The installation of your swimming pool is an exciting and important moment of your 
project. We strongly believe that a good product comes with professional service and 
obviously a great team to be at your assistance. Your swimming pool project begins with 
planning which is followed by installation. If the idea of having a swimming pool in your 
garden comes to life, you need to step on the path to a careful planning. Our specialists 
will analyse all the factors like ground conditions, pool equipment requirements and other 
conditions set by the built environment just to name a few. Then comes the installation 
which includes the following stages.
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L:  4500 mm
W: 2500 mm
D:  1400 mm 

asymmetrical 
stairs  

with bench

pico
This pool is the most compact in our 
product range, yet it has the potential 
to host many of the water features also 
including a swim jet which turns this little 
one into an endless pool. 

Compact size without 
any compromise. 

450
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pico 450
colour 3D marble white  
sizes L: 4500 mm, W: 2500 mm, D: 1400 mm
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L:  5500 mm
W: 3000 mm
D:  1500 mm 

symmetric stairs 
with bench

sirius
The compact size saves the green areas of
your garden, which you can still enjoy from 
the water while resting on the bench seats 
of this pool. The symmetrical layout of wider 
steps is a perfect complement to the central 
enlarged bench seat.

An irresistible invitation 
to get into the water. 

550
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solaris 550
colour diamond white  
sizes L: 5500 mm, W: 3000 mm, D: 1500 mm
features symmetric stairs with bench

L:  5500 mm
W: 3000 mm
D:  1500 mm 

symmetric stairs 
with bench

solaris
This pool is a counterpart of sirius 550 
highlighting curved shapes instead of squares. 
Beyond ensuring the usual seating and 
massage zones in this pool you will also find a 
step ledge for extra comfort and safety. 

550

Decorative curves  
inspired by natural forms.
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solaris
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solaris 550
colour diamond white  
sizes L: 5500 mm, W: 3000 mm, D: 1500 mm
features symmetric stairs with bench
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arcadia
600/700

This is a brand-new model in our 
range of swimming pools which 
is available in two different sizes 
and with left and right sided 
stairs. The model “arcadia” has a 
truly contemporary design with a 
layout of minimalist stairs inviting 
everyone to emerge into this 
great swimming pool. 

When simplicity and  
harmony go hand in hand
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L : 6200/7200 mm
W : 3300 mm
D : 1500 mm 

asymmetrical stairs 
with bench
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arcadia 600
colour diamond white    
sizes L: 7200 mm, W: 3300 mm, D: 1500 mm
features asymmetrical stairs with bench
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This is the smallest pool which is 
swimmable in its entire length. The 
symmetrical rows of stairs attached to the 
sides, allows the placement of a counter-
current system into the middle, which 
generates the desired water flow over the 
entire length.

olympia
Purposeful symmetric 
planning.

L:  6200 mm
W: 3300 mm
D:  1500 mm 

symmetric stairs  
with entire  
swimming length

620
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olympia
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olympia 620
colour diamond white  
sizes  L: 6200 mm, W: 3300 mm, D: 1500 mm
features symmetric stairs with entire swimming length
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Gentle shapes  
with sophisticated 
design.
Our concept was to create a 
medium-sized pool with full 
swimming length featuring 
compact corner steps with soft 
lines. A truly well-rounded pool 
to satisfy your needs.

atlantis
 650

L:  6500 mm
W: 3800 mm
D:  1500 mm 

asymmetric stairs  
with entire  
swimming length
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atlantis 650
colour diamond white  
sizes L: 6500 mm, W: 3800 mm, D: 1500 mm
features asymmetrical stairs with seating and full swimming length
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The compact corner steps leave enough 
space to allow your daily water fitness with-
out giving up the possibility of enjoying 
some massage on the bench seat.
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L:  6500 mm
W: 3800 mm
D:  1500 mm 

asymmetric stairs  
with entire  

swimming length

This model is almost a perfect copy of the
well-rounded atlantis 650 having the same
physical attributes which offer ample space
for swimming. The only difference is its
futuristic steps.

taurus
650

Varietas delectat.
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This swimming pool is over 7 m in length 
which provides for enough space for 
playing and swimming even if the stairs 
occupy the entire width of the pool. 
This generous design gives, however, a 
superb symmetry for the stairs.  

minerva 710

A great choice  
in many ways.

L:  7100 mm
W: 3800 mm
D:  1500 mm 

symmetric stairs  
with bench
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minerva 710
colour diamond white  
sizes  L: 7100 mm, W: 3800 mm, D: 1500 mm
features symmetric stairs with bench
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Our customers’ needs are in the centre of our focus 
when it comes to product innovation. Our concept 
with uranus 750 was to create a medium sized 
pool which can serve comfort and sport activity 
simultaneously. 

Activity and leisure 
encapsulated in 
contemporary design. 

uranus 750

L:  7500 mm
W: 3800 mm
D:  1500 mm 

asymmetrical stairs 
with seating and full 
swimming length
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uranus 750
colour 3D antimony grey
sizes L: 7500 mm, W: 3800 mm, D: 1500 mm
features asymmetrical stairs with seating and full swimming length
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The minimalist design is putting the beau-
ty of simplicity in focus while it maximizes 
the inner space. This model is available 
both with right- and left-sided corner 
steps.

aurora
750

Simplicity and beyond.

L:  7500 mm
W: 3800 mm
D:  1500 mm 

asymmetric stairs  
with entire  
swimming length
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aurora
750
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aurora 750
colour 3D marble white 
sizes L: 7500 mm, W: 3800 mm, D: 1500 mm
features asymmetric stairs with entire swimming length
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aurora 750

colour 
diamond white  
sizes 
L: 7500 mm, 
W: 3800 mm, 
D: 1500 mm
features 
asymmetric stairs with 
entire swimming length
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avalon
760

The model “avalon” is a brand-
new design and it is our first 
swimming pool offering a lying 
bench. The lying bench is 
placed at the optimum height, 
so no matter if you have normal 
or elevated water level, you can 
relax and enjoy the Sun whilst 
lying in shallow water. 

Sunbathing in the pool 
has never been easier. 
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L:  7600 mm
W: 3800 mm
D:  1500 mm 

asymmetrical stairs 
with lying bench and 
full swimming length

avalon
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L:  8000/10000 mm
W: 3800 mm
D:  1500 mm 

symmetric stairs  
with bench

erato
 800/1000

This model is available in both 8 and 
10 m length with a very similar stair 
layout to minerva.. The major difference 
beyond the size is the bigger radius 
applied across the design of the stairs. 
As all other models, erato also benefits 
from the elevated water level. 
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erato
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There is an ever-increasing 
demand for stone-like finishes 
and therefore our company is 
also making efforts in creating 
more and more natural finishes 
for our swimming pools. We 
apply different colours, chips 
and glitters which are sprayed 
together with a transparent 
gelcoat. We have an in-house 
laboratory equipped with high-
performance microscopes to 
analyse the structure of the 
gelcoat layer and make further 
improvements in spraying 
technics. 

Inspired by  
natural stones. 
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erato 1000
colour 3D obsidian grey 
sizes L: 10000 mm, W: 3800 mm, D: 1500 mm
features symmetric stairs with bench
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erato 1000
colour diamond white  
sizes L: 10000 mm, W: 3800 mm, D: 1500 mm
features symmetric stairs with bench
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L:  9000 mm
W: 3800 mm
D:  1500 mm 

symmetric stairs  
with seating

This model is a truly minimalist 
swimming pool in design. The 
stairs are comfortable and very 
practical.. The first two rows of 
the stairs offer some additional 
surface for sitting, however, it is 
moderately sized, so there is no 
sitting bench occupying more 
space. 

aphrodite
 800/900
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aphrodite 900
colour diamond white  
sizes L: 9000 mm, W: 3800 mm, D: 1500 mm
features symmetric stairs with seating
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aphrodite 900
colour zircon beige  
sizes L: 6500 mm,  
W: 3800 mm, D: 1500 mm
features symmetric stairs  
with seating
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L:  11500 mm
W: 3800 mm
D:  1500 mm 

swimming corridor, 
with symmetric stairs 
and bench

The longest pool within our product range is really 
for swimmers. Its full length of . 11.50 m gives an 
uncompromised swimming experience. Yet, with its 
contemporary slim design this pool also saves your green 
space.

A true statement in 
your backyard. 

riverpool 1150
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riverpool 1150
colour diamond white 
sizes L: 11500 mm, W: 3000 mm, D: 1500 mm
features swimming corridor, with symmetric stairs and bench
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riverpool 1150
colour diamond white 
sizes L: 11500 mm, W: 3000 mm, D: 1500 mm
features swimming corridor, with symmetric stairs and bench
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The dimensions of this pool give an ultimate 
contemporary design which is really an eye-
catcher. The asymmetrically situated stairs, 
however, give plenty of room to indulge in 
pampering streams.  
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L:  7500 mm
W: 3750 mm
D:  1500 mm 

roman style stairs  
with bench

aquarius

A seating area complements the traditional pool with 
Roman style stairs for even more built-in functionality. 
The stairs are designed to provide comfortable 
seating and preserve the classic contour of the pool. 
The end of the pool enclosed in the common curve of 
the stairs and seating also ensures comfortable entry 
into the pool and allows the integration of massage 
functions and ergonomically perfect placement of the 
necessary jets. 

A versatile classic evergreen 
theme re-arranged.

850
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aquarius 850
colour azure blue 
sizes L: 8500 mm, W: 3750 mm, D: 1500 mm
features roman style stairs with bench
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aquarius 850
colour azure blue 
sizes L: 8500 mm, W: 3750 mm, D: 1500 mm
features roman style stairs with bench
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The model “thalia sq“ is a square-shaped 
member of our “relax pool-line”, featuring 
a harmonious combination of stairs and 
sitting benches. These wide stairs have 
been designed in a way that they serve both 
comfortable sitting and entrance to the pool. 
You will find different stone-like, lighter, and 
darker grey coloured versions to fit the built 
environment and the colour of the flooring. 

A small pool with a big heart in it. 
Optimal size, economic operation. 

L:  230 cm (inside)  
W: 210 cm  (inside)  
D: 80 cm

sq
thalia
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thalia
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Specifications of thalia at a glance 
pool shell: 3D multicolour, stone-like gelcoat layer / Ceramicline fiberglass reinforced composite wall structure 
with ceramic core / Built-in steel reinforcement / Adjustable steel supporting rods under the stairs 
mechanical parts:  Piping built in in the wall and pressure tested / Automatically operated cartridge filter for 
filtration and circulation of the water / Massage functions: Both hydro- and air-massage jets / Pool lighting 
options: Electric pool heating / Automatic dosing system / Insulated covers
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The big brother in the relax pool family is 
the model “thalia evo” which comes with an 
elegant design, exquisite functionality that 
makes it an undiscovered source of garden 
pleasure. It provides for an unforgettable 
family time, and it serves as a central 
attraction for gathering with friends. 

Classical concept and  
a rich culture of shapes. 

L: 370 cm (inside)  
W: 210 cm

D: 80 cm

evo
thalia
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Momentan nicht lieferbar in Österreich (Family 560)

size
length: 450 cm  
width: 250 cm
depth:  140 cm

pool edge
width: 12 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

size
length: 550 cm  
width: 300 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 12 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

size
length: 550 cm  
width: 300 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 12 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

size
length: 560 cm  
width: 270 cm
depth:  140 cm

pool edge
width: 12 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
elevated water level

pico 450 
Asymmetrical stairs with bench 

family 560 
Asymmetrical stairs with bench

sirius 550
Symmetric stairs with bench

solaris 550  
Symmetric stairs with bench

our models78



size
length: 620 cm  
width: 330 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 12 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

size
length: 650 cm  
width: 380 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 10 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

olympia 620 
Symmetric stairs with entire swimming length 

atlantis 650 
Asymmetrical stairs with seating and  
full swimming length

size
length: ~620 cm  
width: ~330 cm
depth:  140 cm

pool edge
width: - cm
(not visible)

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

size
length: ~720 cm  
width: ~330 cm
depth:  140 cm

pool edge
width: - cm
(not visible)

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

arcadia 700 
Asymmetrical stairs with bench

arcadia 600  
Asymmetrical stairs with bench
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size
length: 750 cm  
width: 380 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 12 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

size
length: 710 cm  
width: 380 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 10 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

aurora 750L / R 
Asymmetric stairs with entire swimming length 
Left or right stairs 

minerva 710
Symmetric stairs with bench

our models

size
length: 650 cm  
width: 380 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 12 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

size
length: 750 cm  
width: 380 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 12 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

uranus 750
Asymmetrical stairs with seating and  
full swimming length

taurus 650  
Asymmetrical stairs with seating and  
full swimming length
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size
length: 800/1000 cm  
width: 380 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 10 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

size
length: 800/900 cm  
width: 380 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 10 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

size
length: ~764 cm  
width: ~370 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: ~ 12 cm
(not visible)

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
lying bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

size
length: 800 cm  
width: 380 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 12 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

erato 800/1000 
Symmetric stairs with bench 

pegasus 800 
Symmetric stairs with bench

aphrodite 800/900 
Symmetric stairs with seating

avalon 760  
Asymmetrical stairs with lying bench  
and full swimming length
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thalia sq 
 

thalia evo

size
length: 250 cm  
width: 230 cm
depth: 80 cm

pool edge
width: 12 cm
height: 4 cm

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey

relax feature
sitting bench
water and air jets

size
length: 390 cm  
width: 230 cm
depth:  80 cm

pool edge
width: 10 cm
height: 4 cm

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey

relax feature
sitting bench
water and air jets

3 elysium at home
your pool must be the crown 
jewel in the garden

4 the three generations
a brief overview of the family 
 beyond the company

6 production briefing
a short insight to composite 
technology

8 what’s inside?
demonstration of the wall 
structure 

10 elevated water design
introduction of the  
monobloc skimmer

11 integrated pit 
introduction of the roller  
cover pit

12 pool installation at a glance
a quick overview of the 
installation process
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size
length: 1150 cm  
width: 300 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 15 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
elevated water level

size
length: 750/850 cm  
width: 380 cm
depth:  150 cm

pool edge
width: 15 cm
height: 4 cm

basic colours
diamond white
graphite grey
zirkon beige
azure blue

3d colours
marble white
antimony grey
onyx grey
obsidian grey
sapphire blue

relax feature
sitting bench

options
slatted cover
elevated water level

aquarius 750/850
Roman style stairs with bench

riverpool 1150  
Swimming corridor, with symmetric stairs and bench
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3 elysium at home
your pool must be the crown 
jewel in the garden

4 the three generations
a brief overview of the family 
 beyond the company

6 production briefing
a short insight to composite 
technology

8 what’s inside?
demonstration of the wall 
structure 

10 elevated water design
introduction of the  
monobloc skimmer

11 integrated pit 
introduction of the roller  
cover pit

12 pool installation at a glance
a quick overview of the 
installation process

14 our models

14 pico 450

18 sirius 550

20 solaris 550

24 arcadia 600/700

28 olympia 620

32 atlantis 650 

36 taurus 650

38 minerva 710

42 uranus 750 

46 aurora 750

52 avalon 760

54 erato 800/1000

60 aphrodite 800/900

66 riverpool 1100

70 aquarius 750/850

74 thalia sq /evo 
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